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Almtract - -We give an O(logn) algorithm to compute the nth convergent of a periodic ontinued 
fraction. The algorithm is based on matrix representation f continued fractious, due to Milne- 
Thomson. This approach also allows for the computation offirst n convergents ofa general continued 
fraction in O(logn) time using O(ogl~n) processors. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A substitution scheme for the computation of continued fractions (CFs) was recently proposed 
in [I]. This algorithm requires O(log n) number of operations to compute the nth convergent of 
a periodic CF. In this note we show that a formulation due to Milne-Thomson (matrix-vector 
approach) for arbitrary CFs specializes to the periodic case with the same time complexity, and 
is also efficiently parallelizable for general CFs by using parallel prefix techniques. 
Algorithms for the computation of CFs can be used to compute quadratic surds, Fibonacci 
numbers, and solutions of second order hnear recurrences. Fibonacci numbers, for example, can 
be computed using the following identity 
which can be derived from a continued fraction expansion. We can find Fn in O(log n) time by 
computing the nth power of the above 2 x 2 matrix using the well-known binary method (square 
and multiply method) [4]. 
The algorithm we propose uses the matrix representation f a general CF, due to L. M. Milne- 
Thomson (see section 5.3, pages 108-110 in [7]). Using the Milne-Thomson matrix representation, 
the computation of the kth convergent of a general CF for k -- 1, 2,.. .  n is shown to follow from 
the computation of prefix products of n matrices. The resulting parallel algorithm can be used 
to compute all convergents of a general CF in O(log n) parallel time using O(lo-~) processors. 
2. FAST COMPUTATION OF PERIODIC CONTINUED FRACTIONS 
Consider the nth convergent 
Pn b~ b3 bn 
- -  = a l  + . . . . . .  (2 )  
qn a2q- a3+ an 
of a given CF. It is shown by Milne-Thomson that Pn and qn can be represented as the product 
of n 2 x 2 matrices 
= as 1 a3 1 an (3) 
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The above representation provides an obvious alternative for the fast computation of the nth 
convergent of a CF. Let 
Ak = bk 
with bl = 1. We can then write (3) concisely as 
[P" P"-I] ~" A IA 'As ' ' 'An 'qn  q.  
A periodic CF with period j is a CF of the form 
al + a2--V a,+ /2+ ' (4) 
where i and j are constants and the bar denotes the periodic part. Define 
Bk= /k 
Let Gt -- AIA2""At and Hr - BIB2..'B,. for 1 < k <: i and 1 < r < j. Ifn < i+j, then the 
nth convergent ~ can be computed from 
fo rk<iandr<j .  I fn>i+ j ,  thenn=i+s j+rwi ths>_ land0<r<j -1 .  Thus 
$ t imes  
P. P.-1 =G,~jHj...H;I-Ir = G,I-I;Hr (6) 
q. q. -  1 
The above representation of a periodic CF immediately yields an O(log n) algorithm: 
THEOREM I. The nth convergent ~ of a periodic continued fraction can be computed in O(log n) 
time. 
Proofi We first compute G~, Hr, and Hj using O(i)+O(j) arithmetic operations. Note that Hr is 
computed during the computation of Hj since r < j. We then proceed to compute H~ in O(log s) 
arithmetic operations using the binary method [4]. The final matrix product GiH~Hr requires 
only 0(1) arithmetic operations. Since i and j are constants, the total number of arithmetic 
operations is 
O(log s) = O(log n.___:___- i - r)  = O(log n). 
3 
We see that the Milne-Thomson matrix representation provides an O(log n) algorithm for 
computing periodic CFs. For the justification of the identity (1) to compute the Fibonacci 
numbers, consider the well-known CF expansion of the golden ratio: 
l+v  1 1 1 
=1+ ~+ 1+ 1+""  ' 
in which the nth convergent is .~x~. The Milne-Thomson construction gives 
F.+I F.  
which is equivalent to (1). 
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3. PARALLEL COMPUTATION OF GENERAL CONTINUED FRACTIONS 
The Milne-Thomson matrix representation can be utilized to design a parallel algorithm for the 
computation of a general CF as well. 
THEOREM 2. All convergents ~ for k = 1,2, 3 . . . .  n of a general CF can be computed computed 
in O(log n) parallel time using O(ol~gn) processors. 
Proof:  The computation of Pk and qk for all k = 1,2,... , n requires the computation of 
the prefix products of the matrices Ak for 1 < k < n. This can be done in O(log n) matrix 
multiplications with O(n) processors using a parallel prefix algorithm [6,3,2,5,8]. Since each 
matrix is 2 x 2, the total number of arithmetic operations i equal to O(log n). With a little more 
effort, we can reduce the required number of processors by a factor of O(log n): the prefixes of n 
elements can be computed in O(p  + logp) time using p processors [5]. Choosing p = lo-'~n, the 
parallel t ime becomes 
0 ~ + log = O(log n - log log n) = O(log n). 
log n 
Thus the first n convergents of a general CF can be computed in O(log n) time with O(oi~n) 
processors. 
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